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Find balance in your work. Accomplish business goals faster. Grow professional
relationships. Work the way you want. blueKiwi enterprise social software becomes your
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organization’s social business hub, enhancing professional relationships, helping you to
establish priorities, and connecting users to the social network via the applications and
devices they prefer.
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Smarter... not harder

Put “social” to work for you

With blueKiwi, you can eliminate the complexity of today’s
work environment by providing a single, easily accessible
place for users to collaborate, organize, and exchange
information.

Enterprise social networks are all about transparency
and collaboration, something the business world is now
recognizing as essential to its success. With blueKiwi, your
employees can improve communication and information
sharing among teams, thereby increasing their ability to
successfully reach business goals.

In this uniquely collaborative work environment,
membership is not dictated by job description, but by
experience and expertise. By creating a place where users
can contribute and share, blueKiwi captures the powerful
collective knowledge of an entire organization. This helps
employees get the answers they need to time-sensitive
questions and equips them to make better decisions.
And blueKiwi’s new social recommendation engine helps
users build new connections, by bringing the expertise of
the extended network directly to them — by recommending
additional people, topics, and content that may help further
develop their work.

A blueKiwi enterprise social network can connect everyone
at your organization anywhere - using tools familiar to them.
With mobile devices to connect on the go and business apps
like Microsoft Outlook and Office to ease new app integration,
going social is simple. And with blueKiwi, you have a single
space to collaborate and exchange ideas on a subject – so no
one is left behind.
Your enterprise social network is not just about you
communicating with the people you know, it’s a new way of
working where you can discover, recognize and capitalize on
new talent and opportunities.

ZEN
Features

Focus on productivity. Intelligently manage the information around
you. blueKiwi’s intuitive interface makes it easy to collaborate and stay
informed .
Unmatched innovation. With internal and external networks,
collaborative documents, analytics, ideation, and task management,
blueKiwi leads the industry in innovation.
Team building. Dynamic user profiles help you find the right skill set and
get to know others in your organization. Bring everyone together using
features that can tackle even the most difficult challenges.
Create opportunity. Bring attention to what’s important; quickly
find what you need, or reach out for expert advice. blueKiwi can also
suggest new content, introduce you to other users, and propose new
communities to join.
Single footprint software. blueKiwi creates communities among
employees, partners, and customers — all in a single solution.
Work anywhere. Use our dedicated mobile applications or mobile
browser to keep in touch.
Collaborate everywhere. Our Microsoft Outlook and Office Connectors
simplify collaboration with popular desktop applications and existing
IT systems.
Zero maintenance deployments. Our Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
platform makes it easy and hassle-free to deploy and use blueKiwi.

How to buy blueKiwi software
blueKiwi software comes in three editions; Professional, Premium, and Enterprise, each designed to meet the needs and
requirements of different organizations.
To find out more about the features included in each edition, visit
www.bluekiwi-software.com/en/how-to-buy-bluekiwi-software/.

About blueKiwi
An innovative technology leader, blueKiwi is Europe’s largest
SaaS provider of Enterprise Social Software. We help enterprises
worldwide increase their business performance through social
collaboration. blueKiwi has been consistently recognized by
industry expert Gartner Inc. since 2007.

Since becoming an Atos company in early 2012, blueKiwi has
leveraged Atos’ global presence and Cloud technology expertise
to further evolve our powerful SaaS solution. blueKiwi’s focus on
enterprise social networks, combined with Atos’s broader product
and service portfolio, creates a powerful combination that enables
us to offer further value to our customers through a unique blend of
consultancy, innovation, and implementation.
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